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No Barriers: The Michael Sorrell’s Story

Systems Checks:

Butler Tech’s CTE Lottery System - During the 2021-2022 school year, BT revamped their secondary admissions process to a lottery system to remove systematic barriers that applicants were facing during the CTE selection process. No interviews, no problem! We will share the process, the implementation, and what we have learned from year one. (Tiffany, Kathy, Tony)

Butler Tech’s Fifth Day Experience – Imagine if students could select how to manage their Friday school schedule? For the past three years, BT Campus students have selected from work experiences, college visits, industry tours, obtaining industry credentials, academic/lab intervention, drivers’ education, and even mental health days on Fridays without losing instructional time from the school year. Learn how Fifth Day Experience is changing the world of education. (Marni, William, Abbie)

Focus on Teaching and Learning – The Implementation of Instructional Coaches in CTE - Explore our instructional coaching model, Butler Tech’s Core 4, and the AIC protocol that create press and support for lab and academic teachers. See how we turn curriculum days into active coaching sessions. (Crissy, Allison, Amy Webb)

Showcases through Student Voice - For the past two years, every campus student has showcased their work to an authentic audience of family members, community leaders, business partners, and global audiences. This is not your typical academic night, but an interactive evening rooted in our four strands of Student Voice: Content, Culture, Socioemotional Learning, and Metacognition.

(Kristen, Lee)
Blurring the Lines Between Adult Education and Secondary - Check out how Butler Tech is meeting the needs of both adult and secondary learners through innovative programming, shared resources, and new pilot programs. (Nick, Sarah, Ann)

NAPE: What is NAPE and how can you get involved?